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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this +udy was to resolve the focal

attention versus context controversy. Eighty first-grade and 84
second-grade children from a metropolitan school system served as
subjects. Subjects in each grade were randomly assigned to each of
four experimental conditions: picture-word, no picture-word,
picture-sentence, and no picture-sentence. Test stimuli for all four
conditions were identical. Four index cards each contained a single
word, either "cup," "cat," "bat," or "bed," printed in an artificial
alphabet. The procedure of testing consisted of a warm-up period, a
training period, and a testing period, all completed at one sitting.
Subjects were told to look at the word, put a finger under it, and
state what the word was. No feedback was given on the test trials.
The results indicated that the word-alone treatment required
significantly fewer trials to criterion. Furthermore, more correct
responses were given with this treatment when compared with all other
conditions. (WM)
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The lhivcrsity of Minnesota .esearch, Developent and Do..nonstri.h:

Center in Education of Handicapped Children has been established to

concentrate on intervention strategies and materials ,Alich develop and

improve language and communication skills in young handicapped children.

The long terra objective of the Center is to improve the languat!e

and communication abilities of handicapped children by means of iden

tification of linguistically and potentially linguistically handicapp

children, development and evaluation of intervention strategies i th

youn:: handicapped children and dissmination of findings and products

of benefit to. young handicapped children.
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EFFECT OF PICTURES AND CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS

ON LEARNING TO READ

Harry Singer'
University of California, Riverside

S. Jay Samuels
2 and Jet, Spirofi

University of alr,.rlsota

In teaching children to recognize new words, teachers may either pre-

sent them alone, in association with a picture, embedded in a sentence, or

in a combination of sentence context plus a picture. Evidence has been

presented regarding the efficacy of each of these conditions on the acquisi-

tion of reading responses. But, the evidence is contradictory; consequently,

some explanations and prescriptions for teaching children to recognize

printed words c.:e in direct conflict.

On one side of the Lontroversy, Samuels (1967) found that in compari-

son with words alone, pictures in association with words apparently inter-

fered with acquisiticn of reading responses. His explanation was that

pictures distracted children from focussing attention on the printed words,

which is critical if an individual is to acquire reading responses. How-

ever, Hartley (1970) concluded from her experimental instruction of begin-

ning first graders that she could not generalize about the relative effec-

tiveness of word alone, word plus picture, or word plus oral context on the

identification of printed words.

In contrast to Samuels' focal attention hypothesis, Goodman (1965) for-

mulated a lingt4stic or contextual hypothesie based on his demonstration

2This research was supvrtu by grants from the Research Committee of the
Academic Senate, Univer6it1 of California, Riverside and from the National

Institutes of Child He: IL and Human Development to the Minneoota iteading
Research Project. The C:taLr for Research in Human Learaing, at the
University of Minnesota, also supported this research.
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that contextual constraints facilitated identification of words children

could not recognize when the words wen presented in isolation. He explained

that performance on the novel words improved because the syntactic and se-

mantic constraints of the sentence provided cues for anticipating the un-

known words. Consequently only a confirming response from perceiving all

or part of the word was necessary for the reader to progress. Or, if nega-

tive feedback was obtained from testing the selected word for consistency

of meaning with the direction of thought, then spontaneous correction of

the erroneous response would occur. Weber (1970) did observe that in read-

ing connected discourse, errors made by first graders during oral rearing

were often predictable from syntactic or semantic constraints in the words

preceding the error.

In an observational study of reading development Biemiller (1970) con-

cluded that during grades one and two children progressed through three

stages in learning to recognize printed words. In the first stage, chil-

dren used contextual constraints for anticipating or guessing unknown words.

In the second stage, if children could net use analytical techniques to rec-

ognize unknown words, they gave no response. The third stage represented

an integration of the first two stages and resulted in a superior perform-

ance in word recognition. Barr (1973) related the development of these

stages to a concomitant shift in instruction from emphasis on context for

recognizing the whole word to stress upon a more analytical response, such

as use of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules.

Th.:: focal attention hypothesis acknowledges that pictures or context

can cue or prompt a correct response to printed words. But, if the reader

depends upon these cues to anticipate the unknown words, he may not acquire

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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appropriate responses to the graphic features of the word itself. Conse-

quently, in connected discourse, he may seem to know the word because he

correctly anticipates it, but when tested on the word in isolation, his in

ability to identify the word will reveal he did not acquire an accurate re-

sponse to the word itself. In cont:ast, Goodnan's contextual hypothesis

state3 that children do not need to have the word presented in isolation;

presenting new words in context is all that is needed for children to ac-

quire correct oral responses to them.

The purpose of the present study was an attempt to resolve the focal

attention versus context controversy. Pedagogically, the controversy can

be reduced to the question of what instructional conditions will best help

a child learn to recognize a new word. For example, in learning to recog-

nize new words, what effect do pictures have? Similarly, in learning to

recognize new words, what effect does context have? Furthermore, does a

combination of pictures and context enhance the recognition of new words?

Designwise, we can say that this is a two factor study with grade level

and the experimental treatments as factors. Grades 1 and 2 were used in or-

der to determine whether developmental changes occur in the use of cues for

identifying words.

METHOD AND PROCEDURES

Subjects: 80 first grade and 84 second grade children from a metropol-

itan sct.00l system were used during the seventh month of the school year.

Desiilp: A 2 (grades 1 and 2) x 4 (treatment) factorial design was used.

Subjects in each grade were randomly assigned to each. f the four experimen-

tal conditions. The four conditions were picture-wo.d, no picture-word,

picture-sentence, and no picture-sentence.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Materials: The warm-up materials consisted of two 5x8 index cards,

each with a picture of a girl and her name printed below in an artificial

alphabet.

Training stimuli for the picture-word treatment consisted of four 5x8

. cards. Each card had either a picture of a cup, cat, bat, or bed on it and

the corresponding word beneath in an artificial alphabet. Training stimuli

for the no picture-word treatment had four cards with the same words, but

no picture. Training stimuli for the picture-sentence condition had four

cards with a picture of either a cup, cat, bat, or bed, and a sentence using

the word. All words were printed in the standard English alphabet, except

for the words cup, cat, bat, and bed. The sentences were "Fill the cup,"

"The cat sleeps," "The bat flies," and "The bed is pretty." Training stim-

uli for the no picture-sentence condition consisted of four cards, without

pictures and the same sentence:: referred to previously.

Test stimuli for all four conditions were identical. There were four

5x8 index cards, each containing a single word, either cup, cat, bat, or

bed printed in the artificial alphabet. The cards were bound on a ring.

Each set of four training cards was followed by a set of.four test cards.

Training and test cards were arranged in three random orders on the ring.

Each of the treatments was on a separate ring.

Procedure: The entire procedure--warm-up, training, and testing--was

completed by thc. examiner at one sitting working individually with the sub-

jects. In the experiment proper a study-test procedure was used. During

the study trials, the subject was asked to look at the word, put his finger.

under the word, and to tell the examiner what the word was. If no response

was forthcoming within seven seconds the subject was told the word by the

examiner. If th,. response was incorrect, the correct response was given.

7 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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During the test trials, oily the four target words were shown in the

artificial alphabet. All four treatment groups received the same conditions

on the test trials.. The subject was told to look at the word, put his finger

under it, and to state what the word was. No feedback of any kind was given

on the test trials. Study and test trials were alternated for a maximum of

twelve trials. However, if the child got all four correct on two succes-

sive trials, the procedure was stopped.

RESULTS

Two separate analyses were computed: one for the trials to criterion

and the other for aumber of correct responses in the test trials.

An analysis of variance, Tables lA and 1B, shows that for both trials

to criterion and for number of correct responses grade level and treatments

were significant. However, the grade level by treatment interactions were

not significant for either trials to criterion or for number correct in the

test trials. In other words, the pattern of responses for children in both

grade levels was the same. Because there was no interaction effect, the

results for grades 1 and 2 were combined in order to compare the differences

among the treatments.

Insert Tables lA & 1B about here

The means and standard deviations for trials to criterion and number

of correct responses for each of the four treatments are shown in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about nere

Table 2 reveals that the word-no picture condition had the fewest trials to

criterion, 8.02. The means then rise for word-picture, 9.69; sentence-no
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picture, 10.32; and sentence-picture, 11.45. As shown in Table 3, a Neuman-

Keuls test on trials to criterion indicated that the word-no picture treat-

ment required significantly fewer trials to criterion compared with each of

the other treatments. The word plus picture required significantly fewer

trials in comparison with sentence plus picture. There was no significant

difference. between word plus picture and sentence-no picture. But, there

was no difference between the sentence-no picture and the sentence plus pic-

ture treatment.

On number of correct responses, the word-no picture condition had an

average of 34.98 correct responses, while the other treatments had 28.43

for word plus picture, 26.23 for sentence-no picture, and 23.29 for sentence

plus picture. As indicated in Table 3, the Neumin-Keuls test showed that

the word-no picture condition had significantly more correct responses than

any other conditions. None of the other conditions were significantly dif-

ferent from each other.

DISCUSSION

The results disclosed that the word alone treatment required signifi-

cantly fewer trials to criterion. Furthermore, more correct responses were

given with this treatment when compared with all the other conditions.

Moreover, as shown in Figures la and lb, as the number of cues which were

associated with the target word increased from pictures to sentence, and

from sentence to sentence plus pictures, the number of trials required to

reach to criterion consistently increased and the number of correct respcnses

in the test trials consistently decreased. Thus, the results of the present

study support Samuels' focal attention hypothesis, namely, to facilitate the

acquisition of word recognition responses, visual attention must be focused

on the printed word.

9 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



However, in Samuels' (1967) previous study, word plus picture was

superior in the study trials, but not in the test trials. That is, in the

word plus picture.condition, children tended to use the picture to correctly

anticipate the target words. Hence, they were learning to use pictures as

a type of context cue to identify tile target words, which is analogous to

using sentence cues to anticipate words as fluent readers usually do in the

process of readin. But, in the word condition, children had only the tar-

get word to attend to and hence learned to identify the target word better.

In short, the word plus picture group was learning to use the picture as a

cue to identify the target word while the word only group had to learn to

respoLld only to the graphic stimili of the target word.

In the present study, the context condition consisted of a printed

sentence. In three of the four sentences, definite syntactic and semantic

constraints were available for predicting the target words. If contextual

constraints are sufficiently predictive, the child may be able to give the

correct response to the target words without having to perceive the words

themselves. A question arises whether the teacher by providing the context

orally can facilitate a correct response without distracting the child's at-

tention from the printed word. However, Hartley (1970) tested the effect

of oral context on word recognition and found that oral context was not su-

perior to word alone or word plus picture in the study trials nor in the

test trials.

In general, the evidence does not support Goodman's (1965) contention

that sentence context facilitates acquisition of correct responses as com-

pared with recognition of the unknown word in isolation. Even thou3h he

did demonstrate that adding sentence context to unknown words enables

10
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individuals to identify words they could not recognize when the same words

were presented in isolation, he did not provide any evidence that through

use of context, readers had, in fact, learned to recognize the unknown word.

Nevertheless, the evidence in the present experiment clearly shows that

many individuals eventually reached criterion and exhibited correct responses

under each treatment, but the addition of pictures, context, or pictures

plus context makes the learner less efficient in acquiring reading responses.

A question which we may wish to consider is why do the picture and con-

text conditions make the learner less efficient? The answer seems to lie

in the fact that on the study trials pictures as well as context enabled

the student to give the correct response without having to visually attend

to the graphemes. On the test trials, when the pictures and the verbal con-

text were no longer present, the learner was unable to identify the words

because the. eliciting cues had been removed. Apparently, then, the pictures

and verbal context provided suffic:Lent cues for the student to give the cor-

rect oral response. On the other hand, the superiority of the word only

condition is explained by the fact that the only cues that the child could

attend to were the graphic stimuli of the words themselves, and visual at-

tention is an essential condition needed for learning to identify the words.

The paired-associates laboratory paradigm used in this study is anal-

ogous to some of the instructional processes used in the classroom to teach

children to recognize words. In a test of the focal attention hypothesis

for reading acquisition in a classroom situation, Samuels (1967) found that

learning to recognize words was superior when no picture was present. Fur-

'. thermore, he found that poor readers were significantly more distracted by

pictures than were good readers. The good readers had apparently learned

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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that pictures were an irrelevant cue and that, in order to recognize a word,

attention had to be focused on the target word itself.

According to Zeaian and House (1967), one of the major constructs which

can be used to explain differences in acquisition rate is that of focal at-

tention strategies. In fact, Estes (1970) states that the construct of

focal attention is more useful than the construct of individual differences

in intelligence to explain variation in rate of acquisition. If we apply

the focal attention construct to reading, high I.Q. children, who also tend

to be the better readers, seem to learn at a faster rate because they focus

their attention on the relevant attributes of the stimulus sooner than low

I.Q. children. Use otcontrastive spelling patterns may also serve to focus

attention on relevant attributes of graphic stimuli (Fries, 1962). Indeed,

use of such distinctive features was successful in laboratory instruction

for learnir3 and transfer of grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Gibson, 1965).

Also, Skailand (1970) found that low socioeconomic kindergarten pupils

taught to respond to stimuli arranged in contrastive spelling patterns re-

called about twice as many syllables and words as those children who were

taught by the whole-word method or by single grapheme-phoneme cotnbina:ion.

Thus, the evidence consistently supports Samuels' focal attention hypo-

thesis. When confronted by a novel word, the poor reader who has pictures

or context available, but does not know which are the relevant stimuli nor

how to respond to them, tends to search for or rely upon pictures or con-

textual cues for eliciting a correct oral response for the unknown word.

If the word can be correctly identified from these cues alone, the reader

no longer has a need to attend to the word itself. Under these conditions,

he is less likely to acquire and associate responses to the graphic stimuli.

2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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While this study has devon,3zrAed that l'or the purpoac of teaching chil-

dren to identify a word it is bv.d.. to precent that word in isolation, we do

not wish to imply that this is only method which should be used in teach-

ing children to read. We also recognize the need for the child to get ample

practice reading meaningful la inte7.eiitint material in context sc that he

will develop strategies fcr lanwacie syntactic constraints in pas-

sages as aids in word identification. Iedet.d, to become a fluent reader,

an individual must be able to mobilize swisntic and syntactic constraints

for anticipating words. He must 4.1.60 huw to test his predictions by

using, the graphemic cues present in the test. There is evidence, at the

present tau, that these stratenf.ttv; which facilitate the word identification

process can be trained (Dahl, rJazuels, and Archwamety, 1973).

8umeary and Conclusions

The purpose of the present investigation was to test Samuels' focal at-

tention hypothesis for learning to recognize printed words. A four treat-

ment (word-no picture, word-picture, sentence-no picture, and sentence-picture)

by two levels (Grades 1 and 2) factorial design was used to test tht effects

of the treatments on learning to recognize words printed in an artificial

alphabet; a whole-word method, employing a paired-associate anticipation

procedure, was the technique used for teaching 80 first and 84 second graders

who were randomly assigned to the four treatments.

The analysis of variance indicated that grade level and treatment ef-

fects were significant for trials to criterion and for correct responses on

the test. The results were interpreted as supporting Samuels' focal atten-

tion hypothesis for acquiring reading responses for novel words. In general,

efficiency in learning to associate responses to graphic stimuli is

13
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significantly greater v.:hen the word is presented in isolation than when pre-

sented in sentence context or in association with a pict'ure, or both.
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Table la.

Analysis of Variance for Effect of Four Treatments

at Two Grade Levels on Trials to Criterion

plegrees of

Source of Variance Freedom Sum of Squares F-Ratio P-value

Grade 1 57.90 6.14 <.01

Treatment 3 253.24 8.95 <.001

Grade x Treatment 3 28.14 .99 (.39

Error 156 1471.92

Table lb.

Analysis of Variance for Effect of Four Treatments at Two Grade Levels

on Number of Correct Responses on Test Trials

Degrees of

Source of Variance Freedom

Grade 1

Treatment 3

Grade x Treatment 3

Sum of Squares F-Ratio P-value

1020.59 7.23 <.007

3375.86 7.97 (.001

104.18 .25 <.86

Error i S .14 ed/. e3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations for Total Sample on Trials to Criterion

and Number of Correct Responses for Four Treatments

Tri-als to

Word -
No Picture

Treatments

Word - Sentence -
Plus Picture No Picture

Sentence -
Plus Picture

Criterion

Mean 8.0 9.69 10.32 11.45

SD 3.78 3.55 3.08 1.41

Number Correct

Mean 34.98 28.43 26.23 23.29

SD 11.43 12.52 13.61 10.78

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 3

Newman -Keuls Comparisons of Treatments

Number of Correct Responses

Sentence -
Plus Picture

Sentence -
No Picture

Word -
Plus Picture

Word -
No Picture

Sentence -
Plus Picture NSI NS p <.01

Sentence -
No Picture NS. p .01

Word -
Plus Picture P 4..05

Word -
No Picture

Trials to Criterion

Word -
Plus Picture

Sentence -
No Picture

Sentence -
Plus Picture

Word -
No Picture p4C.05 p4C.01 P 4(.01

Word -
Plus Picture NS p 4..05

Sentence -
No Picture NS

I .

NS not significant

18
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